America’s Army 2.8.5 Cheats
Complete Multiplayer Weapons
Open up your console with ~ or tab and type in mpcheat class X. Replace X with any of
the following letters to get that corresponding weapon. The only way to use these
cheats on the server is if the server has enabled cheats.
Effect

Code

AK-47

ak

AK-47 w/grenade launcher

gp

AK-74SU

ak74su

AT4 Rocket Launcher

at4

Dragunov sniper rifle

svd

M16A2

r

M16A2 w/ M203

g

M24 sniper rifle

s24

M249 (SAW)

ar

M4A1

m4a1

M82 sniper rifle

s

M9 Pistol

m9

Mosin-Nagant sniper rifle

mos

RPG launcher

rpg

RPK assault rifle

rpk

Shotgun

b

SOPMOD M4A1

m4m

SOPMOD M4A1

d

SOPMOD M4A1

sf

Special Purpose Rifle

spr

VSS Vintorez sniper rifle

v
Console Commands

Open up your console with ~ or tab and type in mpcheat class X. Replace X with any of
the following letters to get that corresponding weapon. The only way to use these
cheats on the server is if the server has enabled cheats.
Effect

Code

AT4 Anti Armor rocket

at4

M9 Pistol

m9

Opfor Vintorez

vss

Rocket propelled grenade

rpg

Shotgun

breacher

Special Forces M4

sf

Special Forces Sniper

spr

Third-person View

behindview 1
Multiplayer Server Cheats

Open up your console with ~ or tab and type in mpcheat class X. Replace X with any of
the following letters to get that corresponding weapon. The only way to use these
cheats on the server is if the server has enabled cheats.
Effect

Code

Become a ghost

mpcheat ghost

Leave ghost mode to walk

mpcheat walk

Become invincible

mpcheat god

Leave God mode

mpcheat god

Infinite ammo

paramsammo 1
Multiplayer Weapon Codes

Open up your console with ~ or tab and type in mpcheat class X. Replace X with any of
the following letters to get that corresponding weapon. The only way to use these
cheats on the server is if the server has enabled cheats.

Effect

Code

AK47

AK

AK47 with grenade laucher (wacky grenades)

GP

AK74SU

AK74SU

Dragonov sniper rifle

SVD

Fists

F

M16A2

R

M16A2 with grenade launcher (also get a few of the various types of
grenades)

G

M24 (sniper)

S24

M4A1

M4A1

M81 (sniper)

S

OpFor machine gun

RPK

SAW

AR
Easter Eggs - Leavenworth

Kill your instructor while doing basic marksmanship training (the very first mission
possible). After being sent to Levenworth activate "ghost" cheat and check out all the
surrounding cells. Not only will you find the [DEV] team sprays but also some other
miscellaneous pictures and sprays. There is even a cell with a mutated angry bass that
has a lazer on its head (Austin Powers reference).
Record Video in Game
In multiplayer press [TAB] or ~ buttions and type in DemoRec (Name Of file). This will
start to record your actions in the game. To stop the demo from recording. Press [Tab]
or ~ button and type in stopdemo to stop the demo recording process.

If you know any cheat codes that we don't have please let us know and we will add
them to the list so all players can enjoy them.

